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If the product of the zeros of the polynomialFind the number of terms 

 

 

 

 

 

General instructions: 

(i) All questions are compulsory. 

(ii) Questions 1 to 6 are carrying 1 mark each. 

(iii) Questions 7 to 12 are carrying 2 mark each. 

(iv) Questions 13 to 22 are carrying 3 mark each. 

(v) Questions 23 to 30 are carrying 4 mark each. 

 

01 Find the number which when divided by 47 gives 23 as quotient and 37 as remainder. 

02 Find a relation between a and b such that point (a,b) is equidistant from the points 
(8,3) and (2,7). 

03 A number when divided by 53, gives 33 as quotient and 19 as remainder. Find the 
number. 

04 If ∆��� ~ ∆��	, ��.∆���
��.∆��� = 

��
�  and PQ = 10 cm then find the length of AB. 

05 Prove that the distance of the point �� cos � , � sin �� from the origin is independent. 
06 Prove that �tan " + 2��2 tan " + 1� = 5 tan " + 2 sec) ". 
07 Solve the quadratic equation 2x2+x-4 = 0 by the method of completing square.  OR  

Find the value of*7 + ,7 + √7 + + + ⋯ ∞ 

08 Solve 
0

01� + 01�
0 = 23

�4 ,x≠ 0, −1 

09 Find the area of ∆ 8ℎ:;< =<>?@A<; �, � �BC � �>< ><;D<A?@=<EF �3,4�, �−4,3� �BC �8,6� 
10 Solve the equations graphically 3x+y-5 = 0, 2x-y-5 = 0. 

11 Prove that   
�KLMN O
�1LMN O = �cot " − csc "�) 

12 Without using trigonometric tables find the value of  
sin 50P
cos 40P + csc 40P

sec 50P − 4 cos 50P csc 40P 

13 The product of two consecutive odd numbers is 483. Find the number. 
14 How many terms are there in an AP whose first term and sixth term are -12 and 8 

respectively and sum of all the terms is120. 
15 If the area of the triangle formed by points A(x,y), B(1,2), and  C(2,1) is 6 sq. units, 

then show that x+y = 15. 
16 Find the value of k for which the roots of the quadratic equation 

�Q − 4�R) + 2�Q − 4�R + 2 = 0 �>< <ST�E 
17 If the points �D, S�, �U, B� �BC �D − U, S − B� are collinear, show that      pn = qn.  OR  

Find the area of the triangle formed by joining the mid points of the sides of the 
∆ 8ℎ:;< =<>?@A<; �>< �0, −1�, �2,1� �BC�0,3�. 

18 Solve the following equation for x: 
�

01� + )
01) = 4

013 , R ≠ −1, −2, −4. 
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19 Prove that 5+√3 is an irrational number. 
20 Show that any positive odd integer is of the form 6q+1or 6q+3 or 6q+5, where q is 

some integer. 
21 Find all zeroes of the polynomial f(x) = 2x3+x2-6x-3, if two of its zeroes are -√3, �BC √3. 

OR Obtain all zeroes of f(x) = x3-7x+6, if one of its zeroes is 1. 
22 

Prove that: *NVL �K�
NVL �1�+*NVL �1�

NVL �K� = 2csc �. 

23 Prove that 
LMW �1LNL �K�
LMW �KLNL �1� = �1LMN �

NXY � . Or If tan � = √2 − 1,Show thatsin � cos � = √)
3 . 

24 State and prove the Basic proportionality theorem. 
25 The sum of five consecutive odd integers is 685. What are the numbers? 
26 Determine graphically the vertices of the triangle, the equations of whose sides are y = 

x , y = 0 and 2x+3y = 10 and also determine its area. 
27 If a line is drawn parallel to one side of a triangle to intersect the other two sides in 

distinct points, prove that the other two sides are divided in the same ratio. 
28 If tan " + sin " = U �BC  " − sin " = B, ;ℎ:8 ?ℎ�? U) − B) = √UB. 
29 In a triangle PQR, PD ┴ QR such that D lie on QR. If PQ=a, PR=b, QD=d, and DR=d, 

show that �� + Z��� − Z� = �A + C��A − C�. 
30 If the polynomial:                                                   

R3 − 6R2 + 16R) − 25R + 10 @; C@=@C<C ZF �B:?ℎ<> D:EFB:U@�E R) − 2R +
Q, ?ℎ< ><U�@BC<> A:U<; :T? ?: Z< R + �, [@BC Q �BC �. 

  
 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


